Vacuum conveyor belts perforation – methods, materials and problems
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The analysis of suitable perforation methods for polymer composites belts with regard to modern material trends in manufacturing the conveyor and timing belts for the vacuum transport was presented. Authors also discussed problems, which occurs during belt perforation and specified the research area, which will help to develop the production process of perforated belts.
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Vacuum belt conveyors are often used to transport lightweight elements, which due to their low weight cannot be transferred by means of friction (e.g. paper, foil or cardboard), and for transporting sheets [1]. They are therefore widely used, among others, in the paper, food and chemical industries, as well as in printing machines and general handling equipment. Vacuum belts can be in the form of both flat and toothed belts. The most important process in the production of such belts is perforation – i.e. making holes, through which air is sucked out to create a vacuum between the belt and the transported element.

The authors analyzed available methods of perforation, taking into account contemporary trends in the development of materials used for the production of composite belts, and pointed to the problems associated with the perforation of belts and belt conveyors.

Conveyor tapes and belts

The conveyor tape is used to support the transported material and carry it along the conveyor. Its tasks also include the transmission of longitudinal forces, which are necessary to overcome the resistance of motion, in the case when the conveyor does not have a separate thrust rod. The tape conveyor can transport bulk, small or large individual items on the surface of one tape. To function properly, conveyor tapes should have high tensile strength and be elastic in both the longitudinal and transverse direction, as well as durable, resistant to abrasion, punctures, mechanical and external factors and have high friction coefficient of the support cover [2, 3].

Conveyor belts - unlike conveyor tapes - perform transport and drive functions. They are used for multi-directional, linear or angular movement of the load. The conveyor belts can transport single products of considerable dimensions and relatively small mass. The transport takes place by means of several belts driven by a common drive shaft - to ensure an even speed of the conveyor elements.

Their unquestionable advantage is the ability to access the transported goods from below. Structure can be flat, wedge or cogged. Conveyor belts should, above all, have high tensile strength and at the same time rigid enough to ensure stability during transport, while allowing the belt to wrap around a small diameter drive shaft. In the case of the need for precise positioning (motion synchronization), toothed belts [4-6] are used.

The growing requirements as to the properties of belts and tapes used as construction elements in modern machines and devices are a necessity of their continuous improvement in the scope of construction, materials and related to the production technology [7].

Both conveyor tapes and flat and cog conveyor belts can be used for vacuum transport. Flat belts usually have the structure of a multilayer polymer composite (fig. 1) and consist of core 1, protective spacers 2 and covers: running 3 and carrier 4 [2, 3].

Among the flat belts available on the market, following can be distinguished:
- elastic light belts, the core of which is made of polyurethane, sometimes reinforced with polyester fabric, polyvinyl chloride (PVC), fabric or rubber – LA-15E20,
- rigid belts with increased strength, the core of which is a layer of polyamide – TFL10SEH,
- durable, flexible belts, the polyurethane core of which is reinforced with aramid fiber (kevlar) cord – CFTG-40F.

In most belts - due to the favorable friction properties - the running and carrying cover is made of butadiene-acryl-nitrile rubber (NBR), which may have different surface structure. In order to obtain a non-flammable and smooth structure on the covers, PVC is also often used. Protective pads are mainly found in strong belts and are designed to protect the core and additionally reinforce the belt. The most common role of the spacer is a layer of properly woven polyamide fabric, often embedded in the core structure. Fig. 1 shows the Nitta belts from the three groups described, which are characterized by the most common structure.
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Toothed belts (fig. 2) are usually made of rubber or polyurethane, which are a matrix, and a steel cord or aramid or glass fibers, which create the tension member that provide reinforcement. In order to obtain special properties of the belt, e.g. to reduce friction or to provide quieter operation, both sides of the belt can be covered with a suitable coating (from polyurethane foam, nylon fabric, etc.).

Methods of composite belts perforation

The quality of the holes in the perforated belt is important for its properties, therefore it is so important to choose the right method of perforation and its parameters. Mechanical methods of belt perforation, including punching and drilling, as well as non-mechanical methods, such as: laser cutting, abrasive waterjet (AWJ), plasma cutting and EDM (electro-discharging) can be distinguished.

Non-mechanical perforation has the advantage over mechanical perforation, because it is not accompanied by contact forces between the tool and the workpiece. Thus, there is no deformation of the element due to mechanical load or friction wear of the tool. This method, however, is much more expensive due to investment and operating costs. Because polymers are electrical insulators, it is impossible to use plasma or EDM cutting [8]. In order to determine, which of the perforation methods is best suited for composite strips, other methods have been briefly characterized.

Laser treatment of polymers can be carried out in two ways: by breaking molecular bonds with laser radiation or by melting the material and evaporating it in a mixture of shielding gases. Due to the properties of polymers, it is recommended to use a gaseous CO₂ laser generator, the highly coherent laser beam of which can be continuous (continuous wave) or pulsed.

Because the cutting process is of a thermal nature, the hardness and strength of the workpiece do not affect its course. However, the efficiency of the process decreases significantly as the thickness of the belt increases. High temperature during laser treatment leads to changes in material properties in the heat affected zone (HAZ) and thermal deformation of the element (charring, damming the matrix material around the edge of the hole or delaminating). Providing the right ratio of laser power and cutting speed allows to reduce HAZ and reduce hole defects. It is recommended to use a higher speed, because it shortens the time, during which the composite is heated, but at the same time leads to less penetration of the laser into the material. In fiber-reinforced composites, the fibers are often swollen, the thermal shrinkage of the matrix and the burning of the uncut fibers can occur.

The greater the difference between matrix and reinforcement properties, the cutting process is less effective. For aramid fibers and polyurethane, these differences are small, but during the Kevlar laser
treatment, charring occurs and large amounts of toxic hydrogen cyanide are released. Due to the anisotropy of the properties of such belts, the cut perpendicular to the fibers causes the HAZ to increase as compared to cutting along the fibers. When punching cylindrical holes with smaller diameters, laser drilling can be used, in which the direction of fibers is not important, however, with larger holes and the need for laser cutting, it will introduce diversity in the temperature distribution in the HAZ zone. In terms of cut-hole geometry, the use of laser cutting allows for high shape accuracy due to the narrow cutting gap and a fairly good quality of the side surface of the hole. Due to the conical shape of the laser beam, diameters on both sides of the belt may slightly differ [8-11].

Cutting with a water-abrasive jet involves the erosion of the material under the influence of a narrow stream under very high pressure, formed in a special nozzle, so that it reaches sufficient power to process even the hardest materials. The AWJ method is universal - it can be used for most materials, from very thin to thick. Its most important advantage is the lack of thermal interactions on the processed material, therefore it is ideally suited for processing plastics.

Due to the greater width of the cutting gap than for laser processing, cutting precision is less, but still sufficient, even when the shapes are complicated. The quality of the machined surfaces is much better and depends mainly on the size of the abrasive grains and its mass output. In materials with significant thicknesses, characteristic curved machining marks appear depending on the feedrate.

AWJ cutting is much slower than laser cutting, but it is environmentally friendly due to the lack of release of harmful substances and the possibility of recycling the medium. The erosive nature of the process allows the application of this method to multi-layer composites - delamination occurs only at very high speeds or when the material is sensitive to moisture. In the case of AWJ perforations, the greatest influence on roundness deviation has the speed of the cutting head - an increase in velocity causes almost linear increase of the deviation. The other process parameters - such as distance of the head from the workpiece and the mass flow of abrasives - have much smaller impact on the roundness deviation of the holes. In the case of composites reinforced with aramid fibers, the uncut fibers may be frayed [8, 11, 12]. An additional disadvantage may be the need to dry the strips after perforation.

Drilling involves making cylindrical holes by machining a material with a high-speed drill bit. It is one of the most commonly used methods of making mounting holes in composite materials. Incorrect selection of the operating parameters or cutting tool leads to numerous damage. A classic twist drill bit is not suitable for processing composites, therefore it is necessary to use special effective tools (fig. 4). Constructions (a) and (c) cause the least delamination due to the reduction of the length of the drill cut, while the drill bit (b) minimizes the undercutting of the protruding fibers. For drilling in thin laminates, tools like type (a) are recommended.

During drilling, a significant amount of heat associated with friction is released, which increases with the cutting speed and feedrate. Therefore, the composites are drilled only in a narrow range of technological parameters to prevent excessive heating of the workpiece and to compensate for the thermal deformation of the composite. In addition, the poor thermal conductivity of polymer composites causes heat concentration at the drilling site and the necessity of draining it through the drill, which significantly shortens the life of the tool. Differentiation of the properties of the composite components makes it difficult to obtain dimensional accuracy - there is a shrinkage of the material after its cooling. Reinforcing fibers significantly accelerate the wear of the cutting edges, which leads to an increase in the axial force, thus increasing the risk of delamination.

Delamination of the composite during drilling may take place from the drill's entry and exit side. In the first case, it is the result of stripping off the top cutting layers and wrapping the fibers around the drill. On the other hand, in the second case, it is caused by pressing out the lower layers due to exceeding the limit of cohesion, by additional bending and compressive stresses. The strategy of preventing delamination is to increase the rigidity of the lower layer due to the use of a support plate or variable working feed. Another defect of drilling in composites may be the ovality of openings related to the orientation of fibers in the material structure [8, 13-15].

Punching consists in the mechanical cutting of the hole as a result of stress on the shear surfaces necessary to overcome the cohesion of the material. The cutting work is performed by a rigid tool which, by moving, presses against the shaped material. The punching process can be carried out with one or two cutting edges, constituting a closed contour. In the first case, the cutting edge is a sharpened punch cooperating with the underlay plate, whereas in the case of two cutting edges, a cylindrical punch cooperating with the punching die is most often used [16, 17]. The basic tools used for mechanical belt punching are shown in fig. 5.
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**Fig. 4. Structures of effective cutting tools for drilling in layered and fiber-reinforced composites (description in the text)** [8]
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The construction of effective tools. This is the foundation of the belt. In addition, the selection of process parameters is crucial here [15, 19]. Lack of systematized guidelines for other material groups significantly extends the process design time and the construction of effective tools. This is the main reason for the rare use of punching for composites. The simple kinematics of the process facilitates its automation, and the cost of machining depends only on the cost of the die. Of course, punching holes are not free from defects and the right selection of tools and process parameters is crucial here [15-19].

Problems with perforating conveyor belts and tapes by punching

There are few publications and scientific studies on the cutting of composite materials [18, 19], while the process of punching metals and their alloys is widely and accurately described. Guidelines on both the design of blanking dies and the choice of process parameters can be found in literature, due to which this type of plastic processing is popular in the production of metal elements [16, 17]. Lack of systematized guidelines for other material groups significantly extends the process design time and the construction of effective tools. This is the main reason for the rare use of punching for composites. Contrary to appearances, this process is very complex, and the quality of the holes made and the value of the perforation force is influenced by many parameters: tool geometry, clearance between piercing punch and die, punch speed and temperature, thickness and type of the workpiece, tool wear, friction and pressure cut material [15-19]. There is a lack of research on the perforation of composite belts and tapes in the literature, which is the source of technical and construction problems for Polish and worldwide belt manufacturers.

On the basis of literature analysis, contacts with companies involved in the production of belts and own research experience, the basic problems of belt perforation were defined by punching. In the case of flexible belts and tapes, large elastic deformations occur during punching, which may cause distortion of the contour of the hole or - with too much tension - permanent deformation of the belt. In addition, the orthotropic properties of composite tapes, ensuring greater susceptibility in longitudinal than transverse direction of the belt, often cause the ovality of the openings. This is of little importance for vacuum transport, but it can cause problems with the mounting holes.

Fabrics - often used in belts with a sandwich construction as protective liners or covers - may be undressed or frayed. The same applies to belts reinforced with fibers (cord), which are not cut and extend beyond the outline of the hole. Such fibers can damage delicate goods on the conveyor or have undesirable contact, e.g. with transported food. To prevent this, many manufacturers recommend the perforation of belts in places, where there is no reinforcement [6, 15-19]. The problem is aramid fibers, which increase the wear of the cutting tool and require its very high hardness. Perforation of conveyor belts with a polyamide core is also problematic due to the necessity of applying a high perforation force and due to differences between the diameters of holes on both sides of the belt (conical form of holes). All these defects can be overcome or eliminated by the appropriate selection of process parameters and through the use of effective tool geometry.

Conclusions

Analysis of the perforation process, taking into account contemporary trends in the development of materials used for the production of conveyor belts and tapes, clearly indicates the need for the development of punching composites as a method of precise mechanical perforation of vacuum conveyor belts. A series of tests is planned for this purpose, the main purpose of which is to develop a model for the perforation of composite belts and conveyor tapes. The results of these tests will enable the design of the effective geometry of the perforating tool and determination of effective parameters of the punching process for belts with a polyamide core and belts reinforced with aramid fibers.

The main research will include multi-parametric analysis of the effect of process parameters - such as: tool geometry (e.g. angle and direction of blade inclination, diameter, wall thickness), nature of the punch interaction with either die or the backing plate (its mechanical properties), type and method of fixing the workpiece (thickness, structure and composite materials as well as belt pressure), punch speed, tool quality (wear rate, material and hardness), and even punch temperature – on the perforation force, hole quality and tool durability.

Preliminary tests have shown that appropriately carried out deliberately increasing the temperature of the punch has a positive effect on the quality of the hole and can be crucial, for example, in the case of perforation belts with a polyamide core. Hence, the study of the influence of temperature on the perforation process is considered important. The complementation of the tests also consists of investigations of mechanical properties of the discussed groups of belts in order to develop material models necessary in the FEM analysis, which will be the essence of the scientific work. At further stages, it is planned to extend the research with the remaining groups of conveyor belts and tapes.
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